Tax benefits of using SAP/ OpenText
Vendor Invoice Management
Simple, time efficient and green

Introduction
OpenText Vendor Invoice Management (VIM) works
with SAP® ERP to streamline accounts payable (AP)
operations. VIM optimizes and simplifies the process
of receiving, managing, and monitoring invoices for
AP personnel and vendors. Deloitte has a strong team
supporting our clients to implement SAP/OpenText VIM.
Most companies strive to achieve a “no-touch” process,
where the invoices go straight through from validation to posting. However, one of the challenges to
automate is the tax code assignment since this can’t be
captured from the invoice. The available Automatic tax
code determination for invoices solution developed by
Deloitte Belgium enables you to :
• Significantly reduce the time for looking the correct
tax code
• Automating the tax code determination by handling
possible scenarios
• Assigning tax code to all line items of your invoices
with minimum human intervention.
Context
Vendor invoice processing is more and more automated,
but do you feel your tax process is robust enough?
Deloitte helps you in building the necessary indirect tax
controls:
• Controlling that the invoice is legally compliant and
allows you to route invoices depending on established
business rules to appropriate user or group of users.
• Taking all necessary elements to allocate a tax code to
all line items.
Our solution: indirect tax controls
By making use of the full potential of the possibilities
in VIM, Deloitte has combined their Tax expertise with
OpenText technology skills and developed a logic to
include Indirect Tax controls within the AP process.
Based on a combination of the data read from the
supplier invoice during the scanning process, the master
data and the transactional data, our logic will route
the invoice to an exception flow in case certain legal
requirements are not met.

Example:
In certain countries of the EU, it is required that
the company’s VAT number is mentioned on the
supplier’s invoice in order to deduct the input VAT.
In those cases where the supplier (i) did not
mention a VAT number or (ii) did not mention the
correct VAT number of the receiving company
on the invoice, VIM will automatically route the
invoice to the appropriate person.

If needed, new and custom checks can be built to meet
all business and tax requirements
Our solution: automatic tax code determination
The Automatic tax code determination for invoices
solution by Deloitte has the objective to assign a correct
tax code to each line item of PO and non-PO invoices
using master data and PO data (for PO invoices) similarly
to other existing logics. The added benefit of Deloitte’s
logic compared to traditional tax code determination available in SAP is that invoice data is also used in
the determination logic. This means that data which
is only known at time of invoice receipt is also taken
into consideration (e.g.: the actual location where the
supplier is delivering from).
In our logic there is a standard set of data elements
to take into account during the determination process
(e.g.: bill from, bill to, ship from, ship to, material,
incoterms, etc.). This data set can be limited or extended
with other elements dependent on the company’s
needs.
In order to support companies from a global perspective, we also foresee integration with tax engines such
as Vertex, ONESOURCE, …
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1. Invoice data

Tax Function module

(e.g. Vendor
VAT number)

2. PO data

(e.g. Ship
To Country)

3. Master data
(e.g. Material
Tax Indicator)

➔

Acquire
Input Data
Data elements required
for tax determination
(i.e. input parameters of
SAP condition table)

Apply
Business Rules
Interpreting data (e.g.
how to handle exceptions, missing data,…)

Main benefits
The standard possibilities available to assign a tax code
in SAP e.g. by manual input of the tax code at PO
creation and/or at invoice receipt, or by using condition
tables to determine a tax code at PO creation, bring
some challenges. The difficulties with these approaches
are diverse: it impacts the purchasing department negatively, integration can be complex and data might not be
available and/or accurate.
The main benefit of the Automatic tax code determination for invoices solution is that the tax code is being
determined at the moment of invoice processing, when
all information is available. This not only reduces the
risks linked to non-compliant invoices that could entail
a rejection of the input VAT, but also increases the
accuracy and speed of tax coding, ensuring that invoices
are reported in a timely and correct manner.
Another benefit is that our solution can be implemented
in existing VIM environments.
How does it work?
The logic takes place as soon as the invoices enter
OpenText Vendor Invoice Management and during
exception handling. This allows you, in case not all
the necessary information is captured by the OCR, to
manually enter a missing parameter and retrigger the
logic within the Invoice Cockpit.
The logic acquires the different data elements for tax
code determination, which are the input parameters for
the tax condition table. By combining all the different
data elements, it looks up a tax code from the tax
condition table and finally assigns a tax code to each
line item of non-PO and PO related invoices.

Look-up
Tax Codes
Look-up tax codes from
SAP conditions tables

Assign
Tax Codes
Tax code assigned to
each item line of PO and
non-PO related invoices

➔

Invoice Items
with Tax Code

Analytics
Deloitte is not only providing a tool to automate tax
code determination, it also provides you with a solution
that enables or prevents the end user to overwrite the
value determined by the logic. If the end user overwrites a value, the Deloitte solution keeps track of it
by providing an audit trail on e.g. which user did the
change and when. Also in case the determination fails
at invoice entry, the logic tells you which parameter is
missing to enable you to complete it and retriggers the
logic within the Invoice Cockpit.
Deloitte’s added value
The Automatic Tax Code Determination for invoices
solution by Deloitte has been created by combining our
technology and tax know how. As such, we are not only
providing the logic but also the tax content.
Our Indirect tax team will analyze the company’s
purchase flows and determine a correct tax code for
each possible scenario. As the solution is flexible, it will
be adjusted to fit your needs.
Levering from our experience, we are able to provide
this solution to customers for a limited cost compared to
the benefit of reducing the time spent and compliance
risk mitigation.

Our solution will improve your
AP invoice processing and tax
compliance, in a technology
based environment both from
a time and quality perspective.
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